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Bord’Elle Boutique Bar and Eatery is a one of a kind gem situated perfectly in the
heart of Old Montréal, nestled within the financial district on Saint-Jacques Street West and
just a few steps from the hustle and bustle of Victoria Square. Bord’Elle perfectly balances
classy European Boutique hotel stylings with creative cuisine and the gritty, infectious,
high-energy nightlife ambiance that Montréal is renowned for.
Whether you're looking for an exhilarating after dinner drink and bite, a four-course
gourmet meal or a refreshing night on the town, Bord’Elle is the key to unlocking all your
desires while you’re entertained by world class burlesque and aerial shows.
Vastly influenced by the roaring 20’s, Bord’Elle recreates the naughty and nice glam
and Gatsby grandeur of that era, while keeping sharply modern and avant-garde. Deeply
passionate yet simply extravagant the overall theme personifies more is more.

GRAND FOYER
You are invited to sit comfortably
and intimately at one of the many
booths aligning a
long corridor, or simply to take a
seat at the Grand Foyers
centerpiece.
CAPACITY : 130

The Champagne Lounge
Adorned in golden bubbly hues and sparkling rose gold accents,
become enamored with her dangerously comfortable seating.
CAPACITY : 34

The Whiskey Parlour
Specializing in the darker spirits, some of the city’s most
elaborate repertoires of
Scotch-Whiskey dwell here; from Irish to American, and from
Scotland to Japan.
CAPACITY : 53

MIXOLOGY
Lawrence Picard is a renowned mixologist from Montréal, Canada. As a graduate student
in cultural anthropology with a focus on cultural consumption, he brings an innovative
approach to beverage program creation. Lawrence works with hospitality management
firms, nightclubs, restaurants and hotels throughout the world, assisting them with bar
logistics and design, equipment placement, and cocktail programs. He was amongst other
titles, 3X GQ’s most imaginative bartender finalist.
As one of the city's premiere mixologists Lawrence brings a wealth of experience and
knowledge to all Jegantic projects.

ENTERTAINMENT
Bord’Elle is the originator in Montreal of immersive entertainment.
Our team consists of world class artists, burlesque perfomers and the most talented
aerialists you can’t find anywhere.
If you want to add an element of intrigue and entertainment to any of
your events, look no further.
Our in house event coordinator can tailor any concept to your needs.
Allow us to add our special touch to your most important events.
We pride ourselves in elevating your experience.
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